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OF THE TOP OF MY HEAD

The other day as we left the doctor's office, my sevenyear-old daughter, Adriana, brushed past me, pronouncing to the air: "I've never seen the top of my head." She
kept on her way to the car, without pause, without a sidelong glance to find an answer or a response. I smiled and
caught the essay she had given me.
I suspect that I have seen the top of my head, in a mirror or
in a photograph, but I have no distinct memory of such a thing.
Today, ifl lean my head foiward and roll my eyes upward, I can
see some of the top of my head in the glass in front of me, but
I can't see all of it I wouldn't want to. Some valiant few hairs
are holding on up there, but I lament their lost brothers, no
matter that God has them accounted for. I count it a blessing
that I am 6'5"; most people look up to instead of down on me.
Atop Adriana's brother's head we find a zigzag scar, remnant
of an operation he undeiwent at two months to remove a prematurely fused section of his skull. Whenever he gets a haircut
his teachers ask Karina and me what happened. Or they make
cracks about the barber's slipping clippers.
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In any case, essays such as this are best accomplished
"off the top of one's head," without too much planning or
proving, like the acrobatics Adriana and I perform some
evenings, after Jeopardy!: I lie on the floor, she comes
running, I grab her shoulders, kick up her legs; we twist
as she flies overhead, a mess of loose hair and giggles,
yet she is grace itself, from launch to landing, again and
again until bedtime, when I tuck her in with a kiss on the
top of her head.
Of course, I've seen the top of her head since the day
she was born, and even now, because I am nearly twice
her height, when we go walking, I see the top of her head
when I glance down. It is a father's perspective. Or a god's.
When Thomas Higginson asked Emily Dickinson to
define poetry, she wrote, "If I feel physically as if the top
of my head were taken off, I know that is poetry." Emily, I
am a father. I feel that every single day.
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